Advancing the power of diagnostics, now and into the future
At QuidelOrtho, we envision a world where individuals, families and communities have the insight and clarity to spot trends sooner, respond quicker and confidently chart their course to better health.
A future where

- We foster lifelong well-being in real time
- Disease is predicted and prevented before it takes hold
- Communities can anticipate, prepare and protect the health of their populations
- Diagnostics solutions are readily accessible where and when they are needed most
Intelligent diagnostics hold the power to unlock this healthier future.
We’ve relentlessly pursued the unknown for many years, blazing trails in testing, tracking and analysis.
Today, we are one of the world’s largest pure-play diagnostics providers, driving better health for more people in more places.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Established</th>
<th>Nasdaq Stock Exchange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>QDEL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Footprint</th>
<th>Revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130+ Countries</td>
<td>$3.3B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our solutions are powering diagnostics across the healthcare continuum from home to hospital, lab to clinic.
Delivering on-demand testing and actionable results, whenever and wherever they’re needed

Our Point of Care Portfolio
From at-home tests with digital support services to small footprint solutions that move patients swiftly through healthcare settings – we bring real-time insight closer to patients at critical points of need

QuickVue® At-Home OTC COVID-19 Test
Accurately detects the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant (among others)

QuickVue® Rapid Lateral-Flow Tests
A family of rapid, visually read, lateral flow tests to produce accurate results in minutes

Sofia® 2 SARS Antigen+ FIA
Small bench-top analyzers that take rapid testing to a new level using proven lateral-flow technology and advanced fluorescence chemistry

Triage® System
Comprehensive test menu that provides the diagnostic answers needed to assist in making rapid, cost-effective treatment decisions

Learn about our complete Point of Care offerings
Providing pinpoint precision to see the unseen

Our Molecular Diagnostics Portfolio
Using the building blocks of life to develop platforms that aid in the rapid delivery of treatments, we are setting a new standard in diagnostics, from rural clinics to big city health systems

**Lyra® Real-Time PCR Assays**
Open platform, high-throughput molecular testing solutions that detect and identify infectious diseases with minimal steps

**Savanna® Real-Time PCR Testing Platform**
Simple, sample-to-result operation that can run up to 12 unique analytes from a single patient sample in approximately 25 minutes

**Solana® Molecular Testing Platform**
Simplified platform that uses our proprietary helicase-dependent amplification (HDA) with fluorescence detection to make diagnosing infectious diseases faster and easier than before

[Learn about our complete Molecular Diagnostics offerings](#)
Powering up labs and transforming global health, one community at a time

Our Labs Portfolio
To meet the changing needs of diverse populations, we empower labs, doctors, health networks and governments with the accuracy, insights and technologies that enable more informed decision-making and coordinated community care

Customer Service Program
The evolution of how our award-winning service, expertise, technology and data-driven solutions come together to create a more effective, efficient lab so our customers can focus on improving patient outcomes

Vitros® Systems
Clinical diagnostic testing systems that deliver fast, accurate, reliable test results for the clinicians and patients who need them

Vitros® Automated Testing Solutions
Flexible and scalable automation solutions for labs of all sizes

Learn about our complete Labs offerings
Activating global health intelligence when life itself is at stake

Our Transfusion Medicine Portfolio
As the global leader in immunohematology, we connect and activate a world of serological expertise and data to defuse risk, optimize matches and deliver safe transfusions

Learn about our automated Transfusion Medicine offerings
Learn about our semi-automated Transfusion Medicine offerings
And while our individual solutions continue to advance diagnostic care across the continuum, this is just the beginning.
Together we are forging a new diagnostic frontier where ...
Our Capabilities Converge
Where insights and solutions know no bounds, and the best of our science, technology and innovation is unleashed to answer new needs and offer new possibilities
Experts and Expertise Build and Invent Together
Allowing ideas to collide from across the continuum to anticipate and address the complex needs of a rapidly changing healthcare environment.
Systems Seamlessly Connect
Data and intelligence are shared across ecosystems from home to hospital, clinicians to health systems enabling a more complete picture and informed path to be illuminated for us all.
The QuidelOrtho Way

A culture driven by unwavering dedication to guide our future forward

- We believe we are better together, in a team where everyone is welcomed to thrive, where diverse perspectives are encouraged and authenticity is expected.

- We are committed to our employees first and we prioritize actions that support happy, inspired and engaged team members.

- We operate with speed by focusing on the things that matter most. We believe in executing with excellence, having courage to take risks and always striving to be better. Be bold. Be brave.

- We give back to our communities and build enduring customer relationships. We imagine a better future, explore ideas and build life-changing technologies. Together, we enrich and save lives.
Changing lives one test at a time